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The Clarifier is the publication of the
Wisconsin Wastewater Operators’ Association
and is intended to inform and educate
the membership on issues related to the
treatment and control of wastewater. The
Clarifier is produced five (5) times each
year: February, April, June, September, and
December. All members are encouraged to
contribute to the mission of the Clarifier.
The Wisconsin Wastewater Operators’
Association is a non-profit organization
dedicated to educating, informing, and
advancing the wastewater profession.
WWOA has approximately 2,000 members
divided throughout six regions: Southeast,
Southern, Lake Michigan, North Central,
Northwest, and West Central.
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Presidents message: Flipping the script
My son and I loved the Karate Kid movies growing up, and
I’m now a big fan of the sequel series, “Cobra Kai”. One
of my favorite scenes was when the raw and insensitive
Sensei Lawrence told Eli Moscowitz that if he wanted to
change perceptions of him, he needed to “flip the script”.
That message transformed the meek Eli, who suffered
from bullying due to his physical imperfection, into the
emboldened “Hawk”.
Despite all our collective efforts, I still think that WWOA
has yet to successfully “flip” its own script. There was an
attempt six years ago to change the name of WWOA to
convert “waste water operator” to “water resource recovery
specialist” that failed. That misfire may have at least partly
been due to a general resistance to change, particularly from
long-tenured members, who openly (and deservedly) take
pride in their profession as it is named. Perhaps the concept
was correct, but the timing and delivery not optimal.

it remains a problem to be addressed in our smaller locales.
No one is going to want to work for under $16.00 per hour
with little or no benefits. That math doesn’t work.
We also need to entice young people to view wastewater
treatment as the well-paid, rewarding, challenging, and
recession-proof occupation that it is. To that end, Board
member Ben Brooks has been working to develop a Young
Professionals group as part of his Career Development
Committee. He gathered some young folks at the 2021
conference and they got to see wastewater from a whole
different perspective. We need to continually expand that
group.

Still, we more than ever need to flip the script. We need
to remove the branding that wastewater operators simply
“process poop” all day and instead instill the vision that
our industry is science and technology to treat and reuse
wastewater, putting it back better than it was, and improve
existing river/stream quality at the discharge. STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) is
the buzz word in educational curricula today, and STEM is
precisely what wastewater treatment is all about. We need
to get that information directed at high school guidance
counselors across the state and the nation.
We have a problem filling vacancies. It gets more and more
difficult to replace retiring baby boomers. I frequently hear
that facilities resort to hiring individuals with no or minimal
parallel work experience in the hope that they can teach
them the trade and manage to retain them as an employee.
A number of years back, Wisconsin’s Act 10 was seen to be
an assault on unions, and many smaller municipalities saw
this as a perfect opportunity to save money by reducing
wages and stripping benefits from jobs such as wastewater
operators. Our industry is facing a time of reckoning when
a job flipping burgers pays more—with benefits—than
the critical job of processing our wastewater. That script
desperately needs to be flipped.
We need to convince municipal leaders and water utility
commissioners of the value of wastewater operators and
improve wages and benefits across the state and nation.
Certainly, that already exists in our larger municipalities, but

Education is not only at the core of WWOA’s mission, but
it is also vital to attracting and retaining young people. In
keeping with that we need to continually advance WWOA’s
scholarship and tuition aid opportunities. Former Board
member Sue Leith made great strides with attracting
scholarship candidates and current Board member Jenny
Pagel has taken that ball and convincingly moved it towards
the goal line. Jenny managed to attract 16 excellent
scholarship candidates in 2021! Unfortunately, WWOA only
has a total of four scholarships to offer.
That level of application success led to the Board discussing
both the number and value of scholarships WWOA offers.
Historically, WWOA has offered three $1,000 scholarships
continued on page 4
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continued from page 3

(one funded by Crane Engineering). In addition, North
Central Labs funds a $5,000 scholarship over two years.
WWOA’s own funding commitment to scholarships
represents less than 1% of our annual gross revenues. That
seems incredibly low given that education is part of the
WWOA’s foundation.
Subsequently, the Board voted last December to increase
our scholarships to $2,000 each (and Crane has generously
agreed to match that with their funded scholarship) for
2022. I believe that we can do more, and would like to
see WWOA offer more scholarship opportunities. We
also would welcome additional scholarships funded by
industry manufacturers and contractors, like the incredible
scholarship offered by Mike Raynovic of North Central Labs.
WWOA has historically budgeted for up to six tuition
aid awards of $250 to help operators pay for training and
classes to further their own education or advance their
careers. Sadly, I’m not aware of a single request for these
opportunities in the past five years.
Consequently, for 2022, the Board voted to approve changes
to tuition aid opportunities to include $1000 toward a forcredit program of study related to wastewater treatment at
an accredited technical college or university. The second
type of tuition aid offered is a $100 award to be used
for a training seminar or to offset the cost of Operator
certification exam fees.
Flipping our script is going to require significant change.
We need to focus on attracting young people to the
wastewater profession and encouraging them to obtain
the education that is necessary for them to envision our
industry beyond the headwaters and redirect their focus to
our end-product: the clean waters and appreciative wildlife
at the outfall.
Change of any kind can be unsettling. But change is
necessary in order to move forward. We need to focus on
what gains we can achieve rather than what we believe we
might be losing. Yes, change is difficult, and sometimes
met with fear. But, as Bill Gates is quoted, “People feared
electricity when it was invented.” We may face many
changes down the road, but change is how we move
forward. Time moves forward, and so must we.
Change for WWOA begins with flipping the script.
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CLOGGED PUMPS?
Tackle wipes and large debris with these
solutions from USABlueBook!

FOR SMALLER APPLICATIONS
AND LIFT STATIONS

OPERATOR
DESIGNED

Goulds GFK and GFV Series
Sewage Pumps

• Non-clog impellers handle
wipes and 2" solids

FlowRake Rag Catchers

• Catch and retain flushables

EXCLUSIVE

FOR LARGE MUNICIPAL
LIFT STATIONS
Deming Demersible
Chopper Pumps

• Slice the most troublesome
solids into small pieces

StationGuard Manual
Bar Screens

• Capture damaging wipes

OPERATOR
DESIGNED

and debris

GET PRODUCT DETAILS AT
usabluebook.com/NoMoreClogs

800.548.1234 • usabluebook.com
Wipe_Control_Ad_7.5x9.5.indd 1

4/20/21 9:01 AM
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In Memory of
Joseph Salvatore Mandala
WWOC President 1992-93
After a courageous battle with pancreatic cancer, Joseph Mandala passed away
on Sunday January 2, 2022, while holding his wife’s hand and surrounded
by the love of his family and friends. Joe was born in Racine, Wisconsin, June
18, 1947. He was the son of Salvatore and Mary Mandala. He graduated from
St. Catherine’s High School in 1965 and then went on to graduate from UW
Madison. Joe married his true love, Ruth (Budrys) Mandala in 1973 and they
had a wonderful life together for 48 years.
Joe worked for 36 years at the Racine Wastewater Utility. He was a chemist,
Lab Supervisor, and finished his career as the Plant Superintendent. The
Racine Wastewater Plant went online in 1937. Joe started his career there in
1969. He was intricately involved in many plant upgrades over the years that
brought the plant to modern day standards. Joe finished his career in 2005
with Racine after overseeing a 65 million dollar, three-and-a-half-year plant
upgrade.
After retirement Joe served as a citizen member on the Racine Wastewater Commission as a
representative of the Village of Mount Pleasant and as a Mount Pleasant representative on the Pike
River Corridor Project. He also served on the Mount Pleasant Board of Review.
Joe was very involved the Wisconsin Wastewater Operator’s Association. He
served on various committees and was honored to serve the organization as
President in 1992-93.
Joe was loved and respected by family, friends, employees, those in his chosen
profession, and others who had the privilege to know him. His love for life,
dedication to his craft, and his hearty laugh with be remembered and cherished
by all.
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Grafton project commemorates Tim Nennig

Randy Herwig, MSA Client Service Manager; Greg Gunderson, PE, MSA Team Leader;
Sheri Scott, PE, MSA Senior Project Engineer; MSA Professional Services, Inc. (MSA)
In our line of work, MSA engineers cross paths and work in
close collaboration with some really good people.
Devoted stewards of their communities, dedicated citizens,
leaders, spouses, parents and friends. Tim Nennig, Utility
Superintendent for the Village of Grafton, was one of the
best.
In his over 35 years of service to the Village, Tim served
as both a visionary and a roll-up-your-sleeves kind of guy.
We had the honor to work with him from concept to near
completion of Grafton’s new wastewater treatment facility
headworks building, which just celebrated its ribbon cutting
on October 26, 2021. Tim was the principal catalyst to
making this important community upgrade happen, from
concept and planning through design and into construction.
He recognized and acted upon the need to provide the
Village he loved with reliable, safe, and high-performing
wastewater treatment and was proud of this final design, but
unfortunately, was unable to witness it come to fruition.
As past president of WWOA and WWOA board
member, Tim was an instrumental and integral part
of the organization. His tenure on the WWOA board
was shortened by the unexpected resignations of some
senior board members. Tim rose to the challenge as Vice
President and took it upon himself to redesign the format
for organizing and tracking the Technical Sessions for the
conference — something that has been used for many years
since.

Grafton WWTF headworks building

Grafton WWTF ribbon cutting ceremony

Tim was beloved by colleagues, project partners and
community members alike. We feel privileged to have
designed and completed Grafton’s new wastewater facility in
the way Tim envisioned — a facility that now proudly bears
his name: the Timothy A. Nennig Memorial Headworks
Building.
Our sympathies go out to the Nennig family and our thanks
to the Village of Grafton for joining together in a ribboncutting ceremony, plaque dedication and tour of the new
facility this past October. Rest in peace, Tim. Thank you for
everything you’ve done.
Timothy A. Nennig memorial plaque
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Process.
Control.
Service.

We provide professional control system
integration including SCADA & reporting software,
PLC programming, motor control & drives,
instrumentation, radio & fiber communications,
& UL control panels.
All backed by an unmatched dedication to service.

WWW.ENERGENECS.COM
800-343-6337
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Fennimore Wastewater Treatment Facility
Project History
The City of Fennimore’s wastewater treatment facility was
constructed at its current location on US Highway 61 &
McGhan Road in 1978. In 1988 chemical phosphorus
removal was added and the exiting sludge drying beds were
replaced with liquid sludge storage. After this last upgrade
the wastewater treatment facility consisted of influent
screening followed by primary clarifiers, biological treatment
using rotating biological contactors (RBCs), secondary
clarifiers, tertiary filtration, and chlorine contact. Sludge was
anaerobically digested before being sent to sludge storage.
In 2014 the City began planning for this most recent
upgrade. The existing facility had many components that
had reached the end of their useful life. The City also
wanted to ensure compliance with existing and future
effluent limitations. The planning process considered
upgrading infrastructure on the existing site using existing
processes or converting biological and sludge digestion
processes. The planning efforts also identified the need for
a hauled waste receiving station and upgrades to existing
administration and control spaces on the site.

Project Description
Construction of the wastewater treatment facility upgrades
began in 2017 and was substantially completed in the

Upgrade #1
winter of 2019. The project was completed to replace aging
equipment, address building code issues, and improve
treatment flexibility and performance to address changing
regulations.
continued on page 12
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Influent pumps

Upgrade #2
continued from page 10

Liquid Treatment-Preliminary Treatment
Influent wastewater to the facility is metered and sampled
before it enters a wet well where it can be pumped uphill to
the new Headworks Building by four dry pit submersible
pumps. The wastewater is then screened to remove rags and
debris, followed by grit removal processes to remove grit
and sand which can prematurely wear down equipment at
the facility.

Influent screening equipment
continued on page 14
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continued from page 12

Liquid Treatment-Secondary Treatment
Wastewater leaving the Headworks Building can be diverted
to the Equalization Tank or directly to the Selector Basins.

Activated sludge
Forward flow is then metered before being sent to one of
the three Selector Basins for biological phosphorus removal.
Return Activated Sludge (RAS) and wastewater are mixed in
continued on page 16

Grit removal chamber
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continued from page 14

the Selector Basins before flowing into the activated sludge
aeration basins. Diffused air enters the basin through

Aerobic digester
membrane diffusers which are provided air from new
positive displacement blowers. Microbes consume the
nutrients in the wastewater in the aeration basins and then
are subsequently separated from the clean effluent stream
continued on page 17

Final clarifier

RELIABLE WATER
& SEWER PRODUCTS
SINCE 1976

Ruekert Mielke

ADAPTOR was founded by water and sewer
contractors with the mission of providing quality
solutions to common challenges in the field.
Our American-made water and sewer products
save municipalities time and
money, and have proven
effective time and again.

Looking to avoid
big, sudden rate hikes?
Ruekert & Mielke, Inc.
experts can help you create
a financial plan for your capital
improvements that includes
expected equipment life,
financial condition, grants,
and more.
adaptorinc.com

Learn more at ruekertmielke.com/WWOA
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Biosolids storage
continued from page 16

via settling in the final clarifiers. Treated wastewater can
then be safely discharged to the Gregory Branch.
Biosolids Treatment
Waste activated sludge (WAS) from the final clarifiers is
pumped to a gravity thickener tank where polymer is added
to thicken the sludge prior to digestion. Thickened WAS is
then pumped to the aerobic digester for stabilization.

Biosolids pumping
continued on page 18

We move water.

Full Service Process Control Integration and Service Expertise

for Fresh Water and Wastewater Treatment Plants
Aeration
Alarm Systems
Calibrations
Chemical Feed Systems
Controls
Cross Connections
Instrumentation Devices
Level Measurement
Lift Stations
Process Equipment
Pumps/Rotary Equipment
Remote Monitoring
SCADA/Telemetry Panels

B&M Technical Service, Inc.
715.228.7604

bmtechservice.com
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continued from page 17

After digestion, liquid biosolids are pumped to the sludge
storage tank until they are able to be land applied on local
agricultural fields in the spring and fall. Land application of
biosolids provides a soil supplement that is rich in organic
matter and nutrients.
Administration & Controls
The existing administration building was completely
renovated with a new laboratory, break & restroom spaces,

Motor control center
continued on page 20

Laboratory

ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS,
SOLVING
COMPLEX
PROBLEMS
Water treatment challenges and aging
infrastructure hinder operational targets and
sustainability goals. Symbiont’s engineers
can help manage your water resources from
pipe to plant to distribution.

LOOK TO SYMBIONT FOR
Optimized facility planing
Streamlined regulatory assistance
Innovative, effective wet weather treatment and process
treatment
Complete conveyance/pumping solutions and combined sewer
overflow (CSO) management
Seamless in-house fabrication and construction

CONTACT US
ryan.dudley@symbiontengineer.com
414.291.8840
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continued from page 18

dedicated electrical space, and a City-wide supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) system. Site-wide, the
facility was upgraded with new electrical feeds and motor
controls, and a standby diesel generator was installed to
provide power to the entire facility.
Project Funding
The total project budget for the wastewater treatment facility
upgrades as $10.5 million. The City received $1.678 million
in grant funds from USDA Rural Development.
The City contributed $384,000 at the start of the project
and the remaining funds came in the form of low interest
loans from USDA Rural Development.
The project finished approximately $480,000 under budget
which allowed the City to complete upgrades to 5 lift station
in the collection system.

350 kW standby generator
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South Milwaukee hosts Southeast WWOA February meeting
On February 3rd, the City of South Milwaukee hosted
the WWOA’s southeast region at the Bucyrus Club. The
morning started off with coffee and doughnuts and a brief
greeting by Wayne Castle, southeast region Chair. Followed
by David Bartoshevich, Acting Mayor for the City of South
Milwaukee who welcomed attendees.
The first speaker of the day was Brandon Mancilla from
William Reid and Brian Simpkiss from Trimble Water,
provided an overview of a wide range of monitors and
sensors that provide
real time situation
awareness of the
utility collection
system or water
distribution system.
These sensors
enable utilities to
monitor wastewater
flow/level/rain fall
to minimize CSO/
Brian Simpkiss

SSO and environmental impacts through identification of
flow anomalies that could result in infrastructure failure,
flooding, damage, or regulator penalties.
Josh Voight from Xylem, gave the next presentation on
maintenance at lift stations. Josh explained what to look
for in your control panel and on your pumps. Examples
were given on what operators should be looking for on
pumps. He provided an explanation on pump wear areas
and how they should be addressed. There was an overview
given about what correct actions operators should take to
ensure that pumps seals and bearings have a long life. The
presentation concluded with a brief discussion on control
panels. Josh pointed out that it was very important that all
conduit is sealed off so no gases enter the control panel. He
also explained how to troubleshoot your pump from the
control panel and check amps.
After a short break, Nate Kuehl from Belden Networking
Cables gave a presentation on Wastewater Networking
Applications Nate explained that on a typical network, there
continued on page 22
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continued from page 21

is unicast, multicast and broadcast traffic but what matters
the most is how we control this traffic. Generally speaking,
a wastewater plant will have a few VFDs, a few HMIs, and a
few IO blocks. Each one of these devices has RPI (requested
packet interval) of 10ms, which means each device will
send 100 pps (packets per second) to the network. If the
network is being flooded with this rate of traffic, everything
at the plant will be affected. Starting with the HMI, showing
delayed responses the IO block might get overwhelmed
and cause a delay with forwarding the traffic, the CPUs of
the hardware will get hammered and might not be able to
process such a massive rate of data.
Nate explained that the solution to this problem is a
protocol called IGMP snooping and we need a managed
switch in order to use this protocol. The purpose of IGMP
snooping is to forward the traffic on your network to the
appropriate destination without flooding your network
with that data. If traffic is meant to be sent from source A to
destination A, with IGMP snooping enabled, the traffic will
be routed to that exact destination without broadcasting it to
the whole network.
Up next was the business meeting and DNR update. Wayne
Castle began the meeting by introducing the officers. There
was a motion made and accepted to adopt the August
meeting minutes from the Oconomowoc meeting. Dave
Bogie gave the treasure’s reports which were accepted.
Wayne recognized Theresa Brown-William for her service
as Southeast region Chairperson for 2021. Wayne also
recognized Ben Huffman, Superintendent for South
Milwaukee Water/Wastewater and presented him with
a plaque in appreciation for hosting the meeting. A list
of upcoming meetings and events was read. Then Jacob
Wedesky gave a the DNR update.
After lunch Matt Ackerman from Cities and Villages Mutual
Insurance Company gave a presentation on “How to Survive
a DSPS Safety Audit”. Matt gave an overview on what to
expect if the Department of Safety and Professional Services
decided to
conduct a safety
audit at your
municipality.
Information
on injury and
illness logs,
safety programs,
training records,
Matt Ackerman

and the facility inspection portion of the audit were all
discussed. At the end of the program, the audience was
shown how a DSPS safety audit is conducted. It was also
discussed on how to best prepare for an audit, and recognize
common violations found during the facility inspection
portion of the audit.
The last presentation of the day was given by Dave Arnott
of Ruekert & Mielke, Inc., who spoke about the Village of
Slinger’s experience with low level phosphorus removal.
Dave explained how the Village has worked toward plant
phosphorus optimization the last 4-5 years.
These activities included conducting jar testing to
determine a dose-response relationship with chemical
removal coagulants, testing for phosphorus speciation,
and experimenting at full-scale with different chemical
coagulants at different doses and different injection
locations. Importantly, the Village also uses biological
phosphorus removal with its three-channel oxidation ditch.
The Village has done this by reducing the air introduction to
the outer channel making it an anaerobic basin.
The Village also reduced air to the middle channel making
it an anoxic basin. These changes along with chemical
optimization, allowed the Village to reach an approximate
level of 0.09 mg/L total phosphorus (TP) at the end of 2019.
Recognizing that a greater level of phosphorus removal
was necessary to achieve its six-month permit level of
0.075 mg/L, the Village investigated Water Quality Trading
(WQT). With the help of R/M, the Village discovered a
location in the City of Harford near its public works facility.
The location showed signs of severe streambank erosion.
In addition, the site was within the HUC -12 area the Slinger
WWTF is located making it eligible for a downstream trade.
The Village conducted detailed soil sampling and bank
analysis to gather information used in the Natural Resource
Conservation Service streambank stabilization calculation
methodology. This process showed that the approximately
140 pounds per year of credit could be achieved if the north
bank was stabilized.
The level of credit allowed the Village to have a target level
of 0.095 mg/L TP at an average daily flow rate of 1.0 MGD.
The project was 90% complete in the fall of 2021. This year,
the plantings and grasses planted last fall are expected to
mature and take hold stabilizing the bank.
continued on page 23
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Slinger plant performance for the last six months of 2021
consisted of an average effluent level of 0.081 mg/L. Because
of this strong performance, in this time period, only a
portion of the 70 credits per six months was actually used.
The Village of Slinger and City of Harford worked together
on this project to help both communities. Slinger achieved
the last increment of phosphorus reduction it needed, while
Hartford improved the aesthetics of the area by the public
works building with a nearby walking and bike trail.
Following Dave’s presentation, attendees ended the day
with a tour at the South Milwaukee Water Utility membrane
filtration plant.
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Board of Directors December
meeting minutes
Virtual Meeting/Zoom
DAY 1 - 10:00 a.m. – 2:00 pm Thursday December 2, 2021
DAY 2 - 10:00 a.m. – 2:00 pm Friday December 3, 2021
1.
Call to order, Roll Call – R. Mealy Call to order
10:07 AM | Call to order 10:03 AM
⃝ Mealy
⃝ Lintner
⃝ Cramer
⃝ Voigt
⃝ Pagel
⃝ Brooks (did not attend both days)
⃝ Tillis
⃝ Eichhorst
⃝ Harris

⃝ Stephanie

2.
Agenda Changes, Additions, or Correspondence
NONE.
Approval of Minutes: R. Mealy
3.
Pre-Conference October 4, 2021- MOTION to approve the
Pre-Conference October 4, 2021 minutes. M. Stephanie;
2nd J. Cramer. APPROVED.

$1000 Tuition Aid Available
to members continuing their education
This year the WWOA is offering an exciting new
opportunity to its membership!
If you are a member of WWOA working
in the wastewater treatment field and pursuing an
educational program of study to advance your career
goals, this opportunity may be for you.
Check out the tuition aid section under the
Education tab of the WWOA website for more
details. Look under the statewide tuition aid heading
for this new opportunity.
https://www.wwoa.org
/education/scholarship-tuition-aid
Questions? Please contact us!
Email: customercare@wwoa.org

Business Meeting October 7, 2021 - MOTION to approve
the Business Meeting October 7, 2021 minutes. M.
Stephanie; 2nd A. Eichhorst. APPROVED.
Post-Conference October 8, 2021- MOTION to approve the
Post-Conference October 8, 2021 minutes. R. Mealy’ 2nd J.
Cramer. APPROVED.
4.
Board Meetings Protocol- R.Mealy
We are a “Team” and have distinct and varied
a.
leadership skills.
continued on page 24
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continued from page 23

b.
Be respectful when others are speaking. If you have
a thought or opinion and did not get a chance to talk, please
speak up. I do not want to overrun or leave you out.
c.
Keep comments relevant to the topic as we need to
stay on track and finish within the meeting times.
d.
Research your job position(s) and stay ahead of
deadlines by asking questions if needed to keep things
moving smoothly.
e.
If you have an idea, please research as much as
possible including pricing if needed before presenting to the
Board so we can make informed decisions.
5.

Committee Reports R. Mealy

Clarifier - Jeremy/Jenny
•
a.
Invoice forms have been updated and will soon be
sent to potential advertisers.
b.
Costs for printing the Clarifier have gone up. Sun
Printing has been the printer of the Clarifier in recent year
and has been doing an excellent job.
c.
The current rates per issue for advertising in the
Clarifier were put into effect on December 8, 2012. It has
now got to the point where revenue is just barely covering
expenses.
d.
MOTION to increase the rate by 20% to go in
effect October 15th, 2022. M. Stephanie; 2nd D. Lintner.
APPROVED.
		
•
Executive Committee - Rick – NO REPORT 		
		
•
Exhibits, Manufacturers & Consultants - Tom
Mulcahy– NO REPORT
•
Nominations - Don – NO REPORT
				
•
Resolutions & Bylaws – Rick
At the 2021 Business meeting, the revised Bylaws
a.
and articles of Incorporation were conditionally approved
provided the following:
•
obtain a legal review of both documents
•
make several changes to the bylaws to increase the
number of named Standing Committees
•
completely revise the Policy manual within 6
months (April 2022)
b.
Currently looking into obtaining an economical
legal review and revising the Policy Manual.
		
Technical Committee - Josh
•
a.
Have committee meeting at WRWA office.
Historically, people like the meeting in person. Call for

papers went website.
Annual Awards – Jeremy
•
a.
Most recent 2021 Association and Regional Award
winners are listed and updated on the WWOA website.
b.
An article or brief reminder seeking nominations for
WWOA awards will be submitted for the April Clarifier.
			
•
Annual Award Plaques - Randy Herwig – NO
REPORT
•
Arrangements, Local - Aaron – NO REPORT
				
•
Arrangements, Permanent - Kevin Freber– NO
REPORT
		
•
Career Development /Young Professionals - Ben–
NO REPORT
•
CSWEA Liaison - Nate/Jeremy
a.
Some WWOA board members attended the
CSWEA board meeting and went over budget, committee
reports, and more.
b.
The Expo committee met 11/4/21 for a third time.
			
•
Conf. Events: Bike Outing - Tom Crouse– NO
REPORT
			
•
Conf. Events: Golf Outing - Ryan Mulcahy – NO
REPORT
		
Conf. Events: Sporting Clays - Jeff Smudde (lead)/
•
Josh– NO REPORT
		
•
Conf. Events: Operators Competition
- Marc /
Aaron/Josh
a.
Believe Green Bay will be a good turnout for the
competition.
b.
Plan an informational meeting on the Operators
Competition to spark more interest.
•
Events-Government Affairs - Jenny/Ben
a.
On November 3rd, 2021 the GAS planning
committee met online to continue planning efforts for the
2022 GAS. It was decided that the seminar will be held
virtually this year again amidst the uncertainty of Covid
19 conditions. After reviewing proposals from WWOA /
AEG and CSWEA, it was decided that the virtual event will
be hosted via zoom webinar with support and registration
handled by CSWEA with assistance from GAS planning
committee members.
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b.
The seminar will take place February 16th and
17th, 2022 for two half-day sessions.
•
Events-MWOE - Nate – NO REPORT
				
Events-Spring Biosolids - Ben – NO REPORT
•
			
•
Historical – Photos - Tom Crouse - NO REPORT
				
•
Historical – Records – Don - NO REPORT
			
•
Membership / Directory – Courtney
			
•
Operator Training - Nate/ Jeremy
a.
No trainings have been scheduled to date. Some are
still wary of in-person trainings.
			
•
Promotional Items – Marc
a.
Currently getting updating pricing for 2022 apparel,
focusing more on the items that sold best at the 2021 annual
conference.
b.
Annual conference sales were steady both days
with 17 out of 25 T-shirts sold, 10 hats, and 9 out of 10
performance long sleeve shirts selling along with a few leftover items from previous conferences.				
Publicity – Marc
•
a.
Goal is to create social media accounts for WWOA.
				
•
Regional Coordinator - Josh/Aaron
a.
Announcement letters have been made. Calendar
invites will be sent once meeting dates are confirmed
in January and May. Goal is to get people signed up for
Operators Competition and Awards.
			
•
Scholarships – Jenny
The NCL and WWOA scholarship payments
a.
requests have been submitted and checks have been issued
to the educational institutes of the recipients.
b.
The scholarship application and brochure have
been added to the new WWOA website and are available.
c.
MOTION to increase the WWOA Scholarship
amount to $2,000. J. Cramer; 2nd J. Voigt. APPROVED.
				
Website – Nate
a.
The new website is live and accessible.

6.

Financial/ Management Reports- C. Harris

a.
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Projections for final 2021 budget variance

7.
2022 Budget – R. Mealy/C. Harris
a.
MOTION to approve the 2022 budget. M.
Stephanie; 2nd J. Cramer. APPROVED.
8.
Old Business: All (some items may need to be
discussed ahead of budget)
a.
WWOA Trailer
Josh to confirm pricing for trailer. Guestimate for
•
a 7x14 enclosed trailer would be around $8,300. A 6x12
trailer would be around $5,500.
•
Historical committee needs to go through trailer
and throw stuff out.
9.
New Business - All
a.
Scholarships Discussion
•
Rick proposed to increase the scholarship amount.
b.
Discussion and Action on Clarifier Advertisement
Rates
c.
Gift Cards for 2021 Conference Volunteers
•
There were three registration helpers (Therese
Lintner, Heather Cramer and Chris Meifert) and one
volunteer photographer (Tom Crouse).
•
MOTION to gift a $100 visa gift card to the three
registration helpers and a $200 visa gift card to Tom Crouse
for taking photos. J. Voigt; 2nd M. Stephanie. APPROVED.
•
In the future, buy gift cards ahead of time to give a
conference.
10.
Important meeting dates (Need to get these on the
Calendar if not already)
o
February - Technical Committee Meeting- TBD –
location?
o
February - MWOE
o
February - Government Affairs
o
March - Spring Biosolids
o
April - BOD Meeting- 10:00 am Thurs 4/8, Friday
4/9/22 @ KI/Hyatt in Green Bay
o
August - BOD Meeting dates TBD @ KI/Hyatt in
Green Bay
Adjournment
11.
a.
MOTION to adjourn day 1 of meeting. N. Tillis;
2nd M. Stephanie. APPROVED.
b.
MOTION to adjourn day 2 of meeting. J. Voigt; 2nd
M. Stephanie. APPROVED.
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Black River Falls hosts March West Central regional meeting
Lunch -fried chicken, mac n cheese, mashed potatoes,
mixed veggies

3-1-22 American legion Black River Falls
8-830 business meeting, Chair Katie jo Jerzak Kjerzak@
sehinc.com, Vice chair Joe Intihar jintihar@hudsonwi.gov,
Sec/treas Rick Weikel wwoawcd@live.com
830-930 eColi compliance, Chris Groh(WRWA)
-permits changing from fecal coiliform to ecoli
-The fecal coliform group and E.coli (which is one specie
in the fecal group) are used as indicator organisms of plant
effluent
930-1030 PFAS, Chris Groh (WRWA)
-PFAS hot topic, manmade, doesn’t breakdown, and its
everywhere.
-testing for it should be discussed with you’re boards and
understand possible sources.
1045-1145 3d imaging benefits Luke Pederson (SEH)
-allows for planning out equipment in areas.
-it shows how the room looks and what it could look like.

1230-130 3D tech advancements Luke Pederson (SHE)
-new use of drones to show wastewater plants from a new
veiwpoint
-new scanning technology for 3d allows for easier access to
view.
130-230 Nutrient removal in lagoons Jim Martin (Lemna)
-Talked about modifying existing lagoons for nutrient
removal
-talked about solar blankets on ponds to help heat
2:30 Plant tour of Black River Falls
Vendors
William/Reid, Patrick Ingle
Clocworks, Mike DiVito
ICS Group, Paul Nygaard

Operator golf outing
Monday, June 20, 2022
Quit Qui Oc
500 Quit Qui Oc Lane, Elkhart Lake WI 53020
Cost: $80 per person includes
lunch, dinner and 18 holes of golf with cart
Sponsor Fee: $90 per firm, any non-municipal operator attending
the event – goes to door prizes and help offset the cost of the event.
Donated prizes encouaged as well.
Questions: mswinc@mulcahyshaw.com or 262-241-1199
Makes checks payable to:
Tom Mulcahy Mulcahy Shaw Water
N57 W6316 Center Street, Cedarburg WI 53012
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Laboratory Limelight: Dealing with deficiencies
Many labs dread an audit and are relieved when the auditor
leaves. Audits should not end that way, and there are things
you can do to minimize what ultimately appears on your
audit report. I will never forget a two-day audit I once
performed at a small commercial lab in Michigan that was
seeking Wisconsin certification. On the morning of the
second day, I noticed a trash receptacle overflowing with
crushed beer cans. I asked about it and was told that staff
were so devastated by my findings the first day that they just
sat in the main area after I left and drowned their sorrows.
That bothered me, so I asked if we could talk about that. It
turned out that they were actually agreed with my findings
but were disappointed in themselves. With a little work,
the lab eventually received certification, but that scene and
my impact on the lab staff was indelibly stamped on my
memory.
Before leaving, your auditor should have summarized
any “deficiencies” they identified, which will be written
into your audit report. This is your time to reassess each
deficiency and determine whether or not each deficiency
is truly valid. It’s natural to be a bit introspective and ask
what things your lab did right, and what things your lab
did wrong, but it’s only fair to apply the same analysis to the
auditor. Was something truly your error…or was it that the
auditor did not understand your responses to a particular
sequence of questioning?
The Audit Spectrum
I hear many people saying that their audit went great,
and the auditor was really helpful. But I also hear just as
many people saying that they’d prefer having several teeth
extracted without Novocaine to going through another audit
like they did. And while it’s logical to suggest that “good”
labs have the former experience and “bad” labs have the
latter, that thinking is neither appropriate, nor is it accurate.
Some great labs have bad audit experiences, and some notso-great labs have wonderful experiences. How can that be?
Shouldn’t audits be performed consistently? Perhaps more
to the point, why should any audit be a negative experience?
Learning should never be a bad experience.
Auditors are Human Too
As much as some folks view auditors as on par with
Imperial Stormtroopers out of the Star Wars saga, unlike
Stormtroopers, auditors are not cloned. They are unique
individuals, and they are human. They have good days and
bad days…just like you. Some are quite experienced and
have been really well-trained, and some are not. Again…

just like you. Maybe you caught an auditor with less
experience, who was having a bad day/week, and perhaps
they unintentionally took their frustrations out on your lab
(it can happen). Maybe your testing was not necessarily a
particular strength for them. It shouldn’t happen, of course,
but we have to accept that we are all human, and these
things do happen.
Controlling the Audit
The important thing to do during an audit is to stay focused
and engaged in what the auditor is reviewing. The auditor
will likely be trying to control how the audit goes, but it’s
YOUR lab so you have a right to do what you can to retain
control of the process. Obviously, the auditor has the
authority to review just about every piece of documentation
in the lab. You cannot control that. But what you can
control is how they evaluate the data, particularly if there
are questions about it, and those questions might lead to a
deficiency being cited. This is your opportunity to explain
why your procedure meets the legal requirements, even if it
does not precisely meet the auditor’s expectations.
continued on page 24
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Want vs. Need
Remembering that all auditors are human, you may notice
that a specific auditor has a particularly keen interest in
some aspect of lab testing…for example, thermometer
calibrations, that other auditors have not. You might also
have experienced that one auditor may be more forceful
about what corrective action is required to resolve a
deficiency than another auditor. How do you deal with
that?
I call this the “Want vs. Need” test. Is the auditor asking
you to do something that you NEED to do (i.e., it is
explicitly stated in code and scientifically valid), or rather,
is it something the auditor WANTS you to do? The auditor
may even be able to explain why the procedure they suggest
is better. But do you really need to do as they ask? To get
some perspective, reframe the question. For example, you
are looking for a new car. You may WANT a Mercedes…but
do you NEED one? What you need is a car; you certainly
do not HAVE to buy a Mercedes, when a Ford or Chevy
will work just fine for your needs. Your Chevy approach to
meeting a specific requirement may be adequate, just not
the Mercedes solution that the auditor would prefer.
Let’s consider a specific lab example. Most labs just throw
out and replace thermometers every year because they
do not want to bother with NR 149 annual calibration
requirements. But isn’t that wasteful? And why fear
the calibration? All NR 149 says is “The laboratory shall
[annually] calibrate or verify all support equipment within
that equipment’s range of use using available reference
materials traceable to NIST.” Let’s say that the auditor tells
you that if you are not going to replace your thermometers
each year, then you have to prepare a calibration against one
of those very expensive NIST certified thermometers, that
you should do it quarterly, and you are going to have to do
it at several temperatures—perhaps in an ice bath, and in
boiling water (i.e., at “true” temperatures), and maybe at
another “point”, such as lab refrigerator or BOD incubator
temperature. Then they want you to establish acceptance
criteria.
Hold on…let’s take this piece by piece. First, the
requirement is annual , not quarterly, calibration. I
could successfully argue that using an inexpensive “NIST
traceable” thermometer is sufficient, and that comparing
your thermometer and the NIST traceable one when placed
in an ice-water slurry is sufficient verification of calibration.
After all, it just has to be verified “within that equipment’s
range of use” and certainly 0°C would fall within that.

And the code language does not specify or even address
acceptance criteria.
Shades of Gray
Many lab requirements referenced in NR149 are not written
in black and white. NR Codes simply would be too lengthy
if everything was written very prescriptive. Therefore, in
most cases, rule requirements are often various shades of
gray. Who gets to say whether your shade of gray is not an
acceptable shade? Newsflash, it’s not up to the auditor. The
auditor may have an opinion, but you are equally entitled to
your opinion, and the “Decider” is not the auditor, or even
the DNR, but rather a state Hearing Examiner.
Look, I’m not suggesting you pursue the nuclear option
and request that every audit issue be taken to a Hearing
Examiner. But what I am suggesting is that given that
there are shades of gray to complying with many rules,
your approach to complying with the rule may not be
what a specific auditor would prefer, but it satisfies the rule
requirements nonetheless. Do not live in fear of retribution
or a breakdown of your working relationships with DNR
staff should you exercise your right to question the validity
of deficiencies cited. It is perfectly acceptable to ask for
reconsideration, perhaps at a higher level of authority. At
the very least, you could consult with other facilities to see
what they have done or even contract with someone to
advocate on your behalf to retract the deficieny(ies) and reissue the audit report.
Where’s Your Authority?
Sometimes you have to be courageous enough to
respectfully ask the auditor where his/her authority lies
to cite a particular deficiency. Upon such a request, the
auditor should show you the precise wording in NR 149
that supports their conclusion. I get it… no one wants to
question the auditor. There is a historical fear of inciting
the wrath of the entire DNR. It’s troubling that those
feelings persist in this day and age but they do. Still, there
is absolutely zero harm in respectfully asking an auditor
to show you the exact language in NR 149 that gives them
the authority to cite what you are (not) doing as a deficient
practice. After all, it’s likely that your supervisor is going to
want to know what specifically the lab was doing (or not)
incorrectly and what the lab is required to do to resolve
the audit. Remember, there are alternative solutions to
complying with many rules.
Help me Understand
If “Pardon me, but where’s your authority?” seems too
threatening, another alternative is the “Help Me Understand”
continued on page 25
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approach: “Mr./Ms. Auditor, could you maybe help me
understand specifically why what the lab is doing [on some
aspect of a procedure] is a violation of code?” You have a
right to know what the rule specifically requires, and you
also have a right to ask for an explanation of why your
practice does not meet the requirements (particularly if the
requirement is not a clear delineation between black and
white).
There is a tendency for many lab staff to “go along to
get along”, and while that is certainly your choice, your
choice can also be to take pride in what you are doing, and
respectfully insist that your approach is sufficient even if it
is not precisely what the auditor would like. If what you are
doing conceivably meets the letter of the law (even though
the auditor would prefer you do something else/better) you
should not be cited as having a deficiency.
In fact, I’ve often thought that the term “deficiency” is
inappropriate. Deficiency means lacking or inadequate.
The term deficiency seems to imply that there is a scale
to compliance, and you just aren’t doing enough. Going
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back to thermometers, the rule just says they have to be
calibrated. It neither states HOW they must be calibrated
nor that any criteria must be met.
While there certainly are some absolutes, the line between
compliance and non-compliance of NR 149 rules related to
many lab activities is simply not crystal clear. You should
be proud of your lab and feel comfortable in advocating
how your approach to compliance satisfies requirements.
With a little bit of effort, and maybe some outside assistance,
you could successfully eliminate “draft” deficiencies
identified during an audit or change deficiencies into
recommendations. Recommendations are much more
palatable than deficiencies. Deficiencies are blemishes
which must be corrected, while recommendations are
something that you may take into consideration but
ultimately choose to ignore—without penalty—and follow
your existing protocols.
Do not be afraid to question.
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Clintonville hosts Lake Michigan December meeting
The December 16th Lake Michigan District meeting at the
Clintonville WWTP was a well-attended meeting with 67
operators, along with eight equipment and process vendors.
A special thanks to MSA Professional Services for sponsoring
the facility rental fee and the treats during the morning
breaks.
The first presentation of the day was given by Nicole
Kruschel and Art Bahr of MSA Professional Services, who
spoke on Drowning in Project Costs – Consider Funding.
MSA started the presentation by giving an overview of local
funding sources. MSA then provided a list of additional
consideration if a municipality would choose to pursue
funding. After that, MSA provided details and examples
of using DNR Clean Water Fund, State Trust Fund,
Community Development Block Grant – Public Facilities,
and United States Department of Agriculture – Rural
Development, U.S. Economic Development Administrating,
American Rescue Plan Act, Infrastructure Funding.

If it involves water, MSA has
the expertise to address it.

Next on the agenda was RT Krueger from Northern Lake
Service. RT’s presentation was titled What is the Deal with
E. Coli – Part One. RT began the presentation by providing
an introduction of the Clean Water Act and traditional fecal
coliform testing methods. RT then went on to explain why
the change was made to E. Coli. After that, RT walked the
group through how the E. Coli testing procedures vary from
fecal coliform. RT finished his presentation by discussing
concerns and considerations.
The third presentation of the day was by Mark Pamperin
of Evoqua Water. Mark’s presentation was titled Oxidation
Ditch Improvements. Mark discussed new methods to
increase the performance of your oxidation ditch.
Matt Schmidt called the WWOA-LMD business meeting
to order. Last quarter’s minutes and treasurer’s report were
presented and approved. Following the treasurer’s report
was the WDNR update by Roy Van Gheem. Following the
WDNR update, Josh Voigt gave the state WWOA Board of
Director’s update.
The last presentation of the day was by Autumn Fisher,
Clearas. Autumn’s presentation was titled: Robert’s WWTP
& Other Project Updates. Autumn started off by explaining
the ABNR (EcoRecover) treatment process. Autumn then
provided an overview on the Robert’s WWTP, which
included effluent limits, construction highlights, lessons
learned, and performance data. Lastly, Autumn finished the
presentation by describing the other WWTPs that will be
constructing Clearas ABNR treatment systems.
Jenny Pagel, City of Clintonville WWTP Foreman, gave
an introduction of the WWTP by describing the flows,
loadings, treatment processes, and a history of the plant
upgrades. WWTP operator guided plant tours followed the
plant introduction.

MSA applies a holistic approach to wastewater treatment.
Our experts place utmost importance on the implementation of
cost-effective solutions that are operator-friendly and sensitive to
long-term operational costs.

Thanks to Jenny Pagel and staff for hosting the meeting and
answering the many questions during the tour.

We’ll will work with you to plan, design and implement a water
reclamation solution that achieves compliance today and will
maintain compliance tomorrow as your community grows.

Reminder, meeting presentations, if allowed by the
presenter, can be found on the WWOA website on the Lake
Michigan District region’s page.

Start a relationship with us today.

(800) 362-4505
www.msa-ps.com

Minutes submitted by Josh Steffeck, Lake Michigan District
Secretary/Treasurer
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WWOA Oct. 7, 2021 business meeting La Crosse, WI
October 7, 2021, 12:00 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
Radisson/La Crosse Center, La Crosse, WI
•
Call to Order 12:25 PM
Roll Call
•
o
Pres. Don Lintner
o
Past Pres Jeff Smudde
Pres. Elect Rick Mealy
o
o
Vice Pres Jeremy Cramer
Director Josh Voigt
o
o
Director Ben Brooks
o
Director Jenny Pagel
Director Marc Stephanie
o
o
Director Nate Tillis
And also Executive Secretary Courtney Harris
o
Moment of Silence
•
o
For all those WWOA members who have passed
away in the past 12 months.
•
Special Guest Welcome
o
Current MWOA Representatives – Not present
(Amy Schreader and Jayme Klecker).
MWOA Past President (Kay Curtin?) – Present.
o

Excellence in Engineering
Since 1946

SM

o
AEG CEO Denise Harris – Not present.
Approval of the 54th Annual Business Meeting
•
Minutes from October 2020
MOTION to approve the October 2020 business meeting
minutes: Kevin Freber; 2nd LaMont Albers. PASSED.
•
Special Recognition Award
Present to membership the recommendation of
o
Gary Hansen to be awarded the Honorary Membership for
member vote.
o
MOTION that WWOA names Gary Hanson
an Honorary Member: Rick Mealy; 2nd Randy Herwig.
PASSED.
•
Financial Report
2020 budget was worked on in December of 2019.
o
o
2020 Revenue Budget vs. Actual:
	
Budgeted $273,000 of revenue in 2020 but COVID
happened and ended up with an actual of $96,433.60.
	
Budgeted $2,000 for events and ended up with
an actual of $22,600.38. Events consist of MWO Expo,
Government Affairs, Spring Biosolids Symposium, and a
number of seminars.
continued on page 30

W e p rov i d e o u r
customers With the
p e a c e o f m i n d t h at
their jobs Will be
done right

Fond du Lac │ Wastewater Treatment Plant │ Side-Stream Deammonification Process

Reputation
Just one of the core values we live by ever y day at

www.strand.com

12 Locations • 608.251.4843
Multidisciplinary firm serving
public and private sectors

800-876-8478

www.visu-sewer.com
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continued from page 28

o
2020 Expenses Budget vs. Actual:
	
When the budget was initially put together, WWOA
was hoping to roughly breakeven with $55 in the black.
2020 ended in a net loss of $33,184.20.
	
Many things to consider in 2020 like the COVID
pandemic.
o
WWOA relies heavily on conference registration
and exhibit revenue to run in the black. In 2020, WWOA
did not have significant revenue from exhibitors or events.
o
WWOA had their first virtual event in 2020. No
revenue from exhibitors and attendance was less than half.
o
Going virtual required WWOA to spend roughly
$7,000 in software. With virtual being new, more Executive
Secretary hours were used.
o
Membership renewals were also down in 2020
because many people renew memberships with conference
registration.
o
2020 year end assets totaled $123,777.69.
o
2021 Revenue vs YTD Actual (thru 8/31/21):
	
Budgeted total income of $260,200. Total through
end of August is $158,422.74.
o
2021 Expenses Budgted vs YTD Actual (thru
8/31/21)

	
Through the end of August, WWOA has spent
$78,340.92.
	
WWOA was projecting back in December of 2020
a budget of a net gain of $14,157. At this point of time, it
shows a loss gain of $80,101.82. September and October
are huge revenue and expense months so these numbers
will change.
o
Total WWOA assets through 8/31/21 is
$196,250.14.
o
MOTION to approve the 2020/2021 financials:
Kevin Freber; 2nd Jeff Bratz. PASSED.
Elections of Officers – Nominations Committee Chair
o
Vice President Nominees – Josh Voigt
o
Nominations from floor?
	
MOTION to cast unanimous ballot for Josh Voigt
in the position of Vice President: Randy Herwig. 2nd Dale
Niece. PASSED.
Director Nominees (3 vacancies) – Jenny Pagel, Ben
o
Brooks, Aaron Eichhorst
o
Nominations from floor?
	
MOTION to cast unanimous ballot for Jenny, Ben,
and Arron: Randy Herwig; 2nd; Jeff Simpson. PASSED.
continued on page 32
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continued from page 30

•
Committee Reports (key conference events)
Bike Ride: 7 riders for 2021 and one of the better
o
turn outs.
Sporting Clays: Record turnout with 81 attendees
o
and over 20 sponsors. Gave out $9,100 in cash and prizes.
o
Golf Outing 83 golfers attended the outing.
Technical Committee
o
o
Did not have operator competition in 2021. Needed
at least 3 teams to sign up and only had 2.
•
Old Business? NONE
•
New Business? NONE
Articles of Incorporation/Bylaws
o
	
Present proposed changes to Articles
	
Present proposed changes to Bylaws
	
Request motion/second/vote on each
•
MOTION for the board to move forward with

Applying expert
innovation to remove
and recover phosphorus.
Contact us today.

(262) 784-7690 ● www.ati-ae.com
Corporate Headquarters
Brookfield, Wisconsin

@atiengineers

legal review of the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws.
Additionally, once approved, ask that any changes to what
is proposed to be put back into the clarifier, approving them
as they are pending legal review. Randy Herwig; 2nd Kevin
Freber. PASSED.
MOTION that the policy manual gets updated
•
within the next 6 months and published. Kevin Freber; 2nd
Jeff Bratzy. PASSED.
Announce newly elected Directors for 2020-2021
•
•
Announcements
o
New Website – New website will be launched
within the next couple of weeks.
Conference attendance – Over 600 pre-registered
o
for the conference. It is down from previous years but not
by much.
•
Adjournment MOTION to adjourn meeting at 1:20
PM: LaMont Albers; 2nd Jeff Bratz. PASSED.
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PROVEN PUMP
SOLUTIONS FOR THE
WATER & WASTEWATER
INDUSTRY

+ Flows up to 7,500 gpm

WEAR RESISTANT
CASING PROTECTION

EASY ACCESS
THROUGH
QUICK-RELEASE
COVER

HIGH-QUALIT Y
CARRIER AND
TIMING GEAR
FOR A LONG
SERVICE LIFE

+ Pressures up to 180 psi
+ Low Shear Handling
+ Reversible Operation
+ Dry Running Capability
+ Solids Handling

L ARGE SELECTION OF
EL ASTOMER-COATED
& STEEL ROTORS

LARGE INTERMEDIATE
QUENCH AND SEAL CHAMBER
UNIQUE BLOCK DESIGN

Contact: Rich Knoelke
P 262.241.1199
E info@mulcahyshaw.com
W www.mulcahyshaw.com

MIP-Design
All wetted parts can be
quickly maintained and
replaced onsite.
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